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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the light curve inversion for the shape retrival is addressed. The focus of the paper is on a methodology
that can be used with real observations that are affected significantly by noise. At the same time, only a limited amount
of time can be made available per object to collect measurements. The investigation in this paper consists of a twofold;
for one the conditions are investigated that allow for a successful inversion. Using observability analysis observation
scenarios for the efficient light curve collection with sufficient data for an inversion are shown. Secondly, a solution
to the inversion itself is shown. A fist case, showing the effect of insufficient observability in the inversion is shown.
Subsequently, two light curves are used, one with full inversion and one with insufficient observability. Togther they
are used to overcome the effect of the measurement noise distortions. It is shown that the approach outperforms a
classical inversion.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Obtaining information beyond the orbit and the center of mass of space objects is critical for the solution of a number of challenges in Space Situational Awareness (SSA). This includes reliable propagation in the presence of nonconservative forces, determining operational status, the detection and resolution of failures and to judge capabilities
and intend of satellites. One integral part of characterization information is shape. Shape information is present in
so-called light curve measurements, time-series of brightness measurements of the same object. The problem is that
it is superposed with attitude, materials and depends upon the observation geometry. The observation geometry can,
in many cases, be determined for short time scales largely independent of the characterization information based on
astrometric observations and short propagation times, over which the object-specific characteristics effect on the orbit
may be neglected. But even when focusing on the shape inversion problem alone, the problem is severely underdetermined and has only a unique solution in the absence of measurement errors for uniform, fully convex shapes, as it was
mathematically proven already at the beginning of the 20th century by Russel et al [31].
Light curve inversion is a long studied problem, starting with natural celestial bodies [31, 17, 18, 19, 15], but also
expanding to human-made objects [27, 2, 37, 34, 35, 33, 36, 21, 24, 23, 30, 10], to just cite a small subset of the
plethoras of papers investigating this topic either from the observation, methodology side or making lab measurements.
The conditions for obtaining a good estimation or inversion result are at the same time, also well studied. Initially,
Kalman introduced the notion of observability [20], observability has been well investigated using optical, angular
measurements, a small selection is cite here [12, 11, 8, 39, 40, 5, 1, 3].
In this paper, the problem of light curve inversion under realistic conditions with significant measurement noise, is
approached combining observability approaches to select a suitable observation scenario that is efficient in the sensor
time use in combination with a shape inversion. This overcomes two significant shortcomings of the current methods.
For one, it is unrealistic to develop methods that rely on the absence of measurement noise or that measurement noise
is very small, such that it can be neglegted. The light curve inversion relies on the fact that brightness variations occur.
This also means, while measurement errors might be small for the brightest parts of a light curve using a reasonably
sized large aperture telescope under good observation conditions, measurement errors are increarsing when the object
appears fainter. The light curve inversion cannot be successful when only relying on the brighter returns. The situation
is worse for smaller aperture telescopes. Secondly, even the brighest part of a light curve of objects of interest that are
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overall appear faint, can be affected significantly by noise. In addition, when a large number of objects is sought to be
characterized, usually only a small amount of data, that is, short light curve sequences are available. Hence, there is a
crucial need to also investigate what the limit in terms of number of observations or observation length is. Optimizing
the required observation time is crucial in covering a large range of objects.
In this paper, classical observability techniques [20, 12, 11] are applied to the light curve observability problem.
Specifically, the conditions for a succesful shape inversion are evaluated, under the focus of most efficient light curve
collection. In a second step, the inversion based on the extetnded Gaussian image followed by a solution to Minkowski
problem is expanded [17, 18, 19]: Inspired by multi-hypothesis approaches, using fixed sets of shapes, [9, 22], a first
light curve is generating input shapes based on the inversion. A second light curve, by itself not sufficient for a full
inversion observability is used, to converge to the most likely shape. It is shown explicitly, that this approach outperforms an approach using all the observations, light curve one and two, in a single inversion or estimation. This paper
draws upon publications of the authors [4, 7, 6].
2.

SINGLE LIGHT CURVE INVERSION AND OBSERVABILITY

In the following, the process of inversion, which constists of the estimation of the EGI and finding adjencency information in a solution of the Minkowski problem is shown. Subsequently, the observability framework is shown.
2.1 Inversion
2.1.1 EGI
A convex polytope can uniquely be described via its Extended Gaussian Image (EGI), [29] in 1909, a mapping of the
polytope onto a unit sphere [25, 26, 13, 28]. In the discrete case, which is most apropriate for the human made objects
with sharp edges, is the following:
EGI = {As = ∑ Ai |~ns =~ni : 1 ≤ s ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ r}, {~ns : 1 ≤ s ≤ m}

(1)

for a polytope with r surface facets with associated normal directions ~ni and areas Ai projected upon the unit sphere
S with m discrete normal directions ~ns . For the m-facet discretized sphere, a quad-cube representation [38] has been
adopted. In the case of optical observations, the classical EGI representation has to be adapted, as only albeo-areas
are avaialble in observations. For illustration, Fig. 1 the EGI direction sampling is constructed with m = 150 and 294
tessellation facets on the unit sphere. The color indicates the associated albedo-area. The larger the m number, the
more accurate the discrete EGI representation can be. An EGI representation of m = 150 leads to a tolerance of about
6 degrees on the normal direction, and about 4 degrees for m = 294.
Based on the approach from [16] the EGI is estimated based on the measurement data L in a constraint linear least
squares approach with the normal direction ordered ~a as output:
J = |L − Ga|2 , with a = [a1 , ..., as , ...am ]T as ≥ 0 ∀s.

(2)

G is the reflection matrix:
G(ti )s =

I0

1

π(rtopo (ti ))2
s = 1, ..., m

· [ôs (ti ) · n̂s + λ · δ (ôs (ti ) · n̂s − n̂s · ŝs (ti )) · δ (ŝs (ti ) × n̂s − n̂s × ŝs (ti ))]

(3)

i = 1, ...., l

I0 is the irradiance of the Sun, rtopo (ti ) is the observer-object distance at the time ti . The two vectors, ôs (ti ), and
ŝs (ti ) are the unit vectors from the object position towards the observer and the Sun, respectively. The elements of the
corresponding albedo-area vector ~a are:
as =

Cd As

s = 1, ..., m

(4)

It should be noted that a fixed relation between the specular component Cs and the Lambertian component Cd has to
be assumed, in order to make Eq. 2 a linear estimation, when both reflections are present:
Cs = λ Cd

with 1 = Cd (1 + λ ) +Ca
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(5)

Fig. 1: Extended Gaussian Image example: a) 2x1x1 Cuboid, b) Dot representation of EGI (m = 150) corresponding
to Cuboid, c) Facet representation of EGI corresponding to Cuboid, d) House shape with roof tip at x=1.4, e) Dot
representation of EGI (m = 150) corresponding to House, f) Facet representation of EGI corresponding to House, g)
Sample box-wing satellite model, h) Dot representation of EGI (m = 294) corresponding to the box-wing satellite
model, i) Facet representation of EGI corresponding to the box-wing satellite model.
2.1.2 Shape Recovery
While the EGI is a unique representation for a convex object, the information is not sufficient to reconstruct the
shape, as the support of each facet, denoted by h, or equivalently, the adjecency information is not known. Based
on Minkowski theorem, several methods exist [26] to solve for the support hs . For a uniform reflection with a fixed
reflection coefficient, Minkowski theorem still holds:
m

m

∑ as ·~ns = Cd ∑ As · ns = 0.

s=1

(6)

s=1

The equation can also be revised to accommodate specular reflection, using the fixed relation stated in Eq. 5.
One method with a known and bounded error is the reconstruction of a convex hull and utilization of the BrunnMinkowski theorem, while constraining the reconstructed object to stay on a constant hyperplane [26]:
1
J = h · a with
3

h · a = constant

(7)

A solution can be found via transformation into dual-space. Further details on the approach can be found in [4].
2.2 Observability
Common observability analysis matrix forms appear naturally in the least squares formulation of Eq.2, e.g. compare
to [7].Hence, an‘observability Gramian’ can be formulated taylored to the light curve inversion problem in expanding
the terms in Eq.2:
J = LT L − 2aT GT L + aT GT G a
(8)
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Via the minimization condition, the following form can be found:
a = (GT G)−1 GT L,

(9)

for the solve for parameter of the area albedo vector mathb f a. Observability arises as the condition of non-singularity
of GT G. Note: No observability analysis is performed for the Minkowski inversion; this point is exactly not observable
and is rather relying on geometric properties of the object. The support is much smaller than the overall distance to
the observer, denying the support to be estimated in a classical framework.
3.

MEASUREMENT ERROR AND MULTI-HYPOTHESIS APPROACH

3.1 Measurement Error
Measurement data is affected by noise:
L̃ = L + ν,

(10)

With [32, 14] the measurement error is proportional to the signal to noise ratio (SNR):
SNR =

µobj
σν

(11)

Using the central limit theorem, the combined distribution is modeled as a normally distributed variable ν ∼ N (0, σν2 )
as a simplification in this paper with a fixed signal to noise ratio.
3.2 Multi-Hypothesis Approach
For each measured light curve, only one sample of the noise distribution is available. Even small noise does have a
significant impact on the shape inversion results [4]. In order to map out possible solutions, a Monte Carlo approach
is adopted, mapping out the measurement error distribution. As a samling is done from a sample, a bias is introduced.
Where the bias is Gaussian distributed itself. For each of j samples, a shape hypothesis is formed. At the times of a
second light curve, each hypothesis is formed to generate a synthetic light curve, denoted by Lcand j . Those hypothesis
light curves are compared to the i samples of the measured second light curve, denoted by L̃i , leading to a weight for
each hypothesis:
w j = (Error j )−1 = (∑ ||L̃ j − Lcandi |)−1

(12)

i

(13)
4.

RESULTS

In the following the results on the observability measures and the light curve inversion are shown. More details on the
light curve inversion can be found it [4], which this paper draws upon. More results on general observability for space
object tracking can be found in [7], results on the observability of light curve measurements, including observability
of specific satellite features, such as solar panel misalignment, can be found here [6].
In the following an object in a circular medium Earth orbit has been used (semi-major axis 20000km and 40 degree inclination); the observer location is placed at the Purdue Optical Ground Station in New Mexico. The cases
outlined in Tab.1 are displayed with a varying measurement spacing and EGI number of facets. Furthermore, two
different spin cases are investigated. A constant axis spinner with a space-fixed axis and a precession nutation with an
inclined axis motion.
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h!
Table 1: Test Cases
Orbit
a=20,000 km, i=40 deg, e=0 deg

Measurement Spacing [s]
1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 247

# EGI facets
150,294

attitude
stable axis 2.2 RPM;
nut.& prec. 30 deg, 2.9 RPM

300

290

Rank(GT G)

b!

Rank(GT G)

250
200
150

20 s
10 s
5s
2.5 s
1s

100
50

280
270

20 s
10 s
5s
2.5 s
1s

260
250

0
0

1

2

3

Time [h]

4

0

5000

10000

# Measurements

T
Fig. 2: Single axis rotation, 294 facets: Rank of the GT G Fig. 3: Single axis rotation, 294 facets: Rank of the G G
matrix over number of measurements.
matrix over time.

4.1 Observability
In the observability analysis, the observability of the EGI is determined. This means, the results are independent of
the actual underlying shape. A measure is hence found that can be applied to shape inversion problems in the absence
of the inversion result, that is without knowing the shape that is shought to be determined beforehand.
4.1.1 Single Stable Spin axis: Simple Rotation
In Fig. 2 and 3 show the Gramian as a function of time or the number of measurements for the stable one axis simple
spin rotation for the measurement spacing between 1 and 20 seconds. It can be seen, that for none of the spacings a full
rank is reached. However, it is visible, that several plateaus are reached, where the new measurements do not add more
observability, e.g. in Fig. 2 for the one second measurements between between 6 minutes and 2 hours and 40 minutes.
When the plateau is reached depends highly on the measurement spacing for a given object in a given attitude. From an
operator perspective, this means during those times, observation time could be saved, and delaying further observation
collection on the object to a later time. From the perspective of the number of measurements, Fig. 3 the denser
measurement spacing leads, using continuous measurements, to much higher number of individual measurements that
are needed. While one could get the impression that full rank is reached over longer time periods, the geometry change
towards the observer is not sufficient for the MEO orbit. Fig.4 shows one example of measurements over 24 hours
with a larger measurements spacing. The larger spacing delays when the maximum rank is reached, but also the lonegr
time is not sufficient to reach full rank.
An interesting comparison is to vary the m number, the number of facets on the EGI. As mentioned before, the facet
numbers determine how finely resolved the underlying shape is going to be. Fig. 5 and 5 show the two cases for a
1 second spacing and the 20 second spacing for two different m-numbers, m = 150, m = 294. It can be seen, even
when the m number is significantly lowered, no full observability is reached, which would corresponds to 100% of the
surface. In the cases shown here, it can also be seen that the overall percentage covered is slightly different. But most
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Fig. 4: Single axis rotation, 294 facets: Rank of the GT G matrix over time.

Fig. 5: Single axis rotation: Percentage of EGI surface Fig. 6: Single axis rotation: Percentage of EGI surface
observed for 1 second measurement spacing and EGI observed for 20 second measurement spacing and EGI
facet numbers m = 150, and m = 294.
facet numbers m = 150, and m = 294.
importantly, this shows that a simple comparison between EGI m number and number of measurements can be highly
deceiving. Although many more measurements than EGI m facets required are available, the inversion can still be ill
determined because of non-observability. A 3D visualization of the Gramian rank for the 10 seconds measurement
spacing and EGI facet number m = 294 is given in Figure 7. The color indicates at which time step each facet becomes
observable during the measurement period. Here it can be seen that the bottom of the EGI does not become observable
and stays in gray color, hence missing out on the full rank. The top of the EGI becomes observable after the first
plateau, rendering it in orange and red colors. It also shows that significant geometry change would be needed to
render this system observable.
4.1.2 Three Axis Rotation: Nutation and Precession
In comparison the rotation in nutation and precession offers a different observability case. In Fig. 8 and 9 the Gramian
as a function of time and a function of measurement number are shown again with the 1 second to 20 second measurement spacing. The longer time horizon is shown in Fig. 10. The EGI facet number is m = 294 again. In all cases,
full observability is reached. In this case, there is no plateau region for any of the measurement spacing. The time
at which the full observability is reached differs, accoding to the measurement spacing. In focusing on the number
of measurements, it is interesting to note that, because of the observation geometry relative to attitude motion, the
1second and 2.5 second spacing require the identical number of measurements. Unlike the simple axis rotation case,
the 5 second spacing requires the highest number of measurements. This also shows that one cannot simple use the
measurement spacing to conclude on the number of measurements needed; it depends on the details of orbit, observer
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Fig. 8: Three axis rotation, 294 facets: Rank of the
matrix over time.
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Fig. 7: Single axis rotation: 3D visualization of the Gramian rank for m=294 EGI facets and 10 seconds measurement
spacing.
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Fig. 9: Three axis rotation, 294 facets: Rank of the GT G
matrix over number of measurements.

and attitude.
The comparison of the number of facets on the EGI is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for the 1 second and the 20 second
measurement spacing. The figures reveal that the observability is reached later for the higher number of EGI facets,
m = 294, as expected. The time difference in both cases roughly scales in this case with the measurement spacing; it is
of the order of 3 minutes for the 1 second measurement spacing and about 50 minutes in the 20 second measurement
spacing. The 3D visualization, Fig.13, illustrates that the observability in the three axis rotation case is much more
uniform over the EGI and full observability is reached, illustrated by the fact that no gray areas are remaining. The top
part of the EGI is observed last with light green colors on the top of the EGI unit sphere.
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Fig. 10: Single axis rotation, 294 facets: Rank of the GT G matrix over time.

Fig. 11: Three axis rotation: Percentage of EGI surface Fig. 12: Three axis rotation: Percentage of EGI surface
observed for 1 second measurement spacing and EGI observed for 20 second measurement spacing and EGI
facet numbers m = 150, and m = 294.
facet numbers m = 150, and m = 294.

Fig. 13: Three axis rotation: 3D visualization of the Gramian rank for m=294 EGI facets and 10 seconds measurement
spacing.
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4.2 Inversion
Using the findings of the observability results, the inversion using the light curve data is completed. For the inversion
the EGI facet number of 294 is used. In the first example, of the single spin axis, 350 measurements, with a measurement spacing of 247 seconds are used. A small measurement noise of SNR=20 is used.
In the second example, the three axis rotation, two sets of observations are used. A first light curve, of also 350
measurements and 247 measurements is used, and a second light curve, with 240 observations spaced by one minute.
The truth object shapes are a cuboid (2 x 1 x 1 meter) and a house shape based off the cuboid shape with a roof
height of 0.4 meters as shown in Fig. 1. A uniform Lambertian reflection of with a reflection coefficient Cd = 0.8 is
assumed.
A constant SNR of 20 is assumed. An illustration of the noise Fig. 14, where the black dots are the collection of
all the light curves with noise, and the red dots are the reference noiseless light curve, also representing the mean of
the distribution in relative magnitude.
4.2.1 Simple Rotation about a Space Fixed Axis
With the single axis rotation, 350 measurements and a measurement spacing of 247 seconds is unobervable. This is
explicitly shown in Fig.4.
As a result, the observability results are subpar. Drawing 50000 Monte Carlo sample light curves from the measurement noise, an inversion has been performed each time. Focusing on the inversion of the EGI, the results have
been illustrated in Fig.15. On the top row, Fig.15(a) for the cuboid, and (c) for the house, the inversion albedo-area
sums are shown. The truth is indicated with a red dot. The results are far from the true results in both cases, cuboid
and house. It is also shown that the resulting distribution is not well approximated by a single Gaussian distribution.
The absolute errors, displayed on the bottom row, Fig.15(b) and (d) for cuboid and house, respectively, are significant.
Fig. 16 shows some sample shapes that are resulting after EGI estimation and solving for the adjecency information.
Thresholds of what areas are to be ignored are applied. Two thresholds of 0.1 and 0.2 are tested. 0.2 is a very high
threshold, which is not preferred in applications of albedo-area sum of around 8, as a lot of information is lost. Fig. 16a)
and b) shown the sample with an albedo-area error of 0.197 (Cuboid 1A). The same is one of the smallest overall error
from the albedo-area error distribution (compare ). Using a high threshold of 0.2, a good cuboid is discovered, the
lower threshold of 0.1 leads to a highly distored shape. The sameple at the mean with the albedo error of 0.368, Cuboid
1B, is shown in Fig. 16c) and d). With both thresholds, a cuboid is recovered, however the scaling of the facets is off.
For the house, the two samples enclosing the numeric mean has been selected, Fig.16e) to h). Even with the higher
thresholds, the house is only recovered with significant deviations. In the non-observable case, even for simple shapes

Fig. 14: Demonstration for noise sampling on reference light curve: a) Red dots: Reference light curve, b) Black dots:
100 noisy light curves sampled at SNR=20.
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Fig. 15: Monte Carlo result from sampling the noise at SNR=20 and space-fixed axis rotation, 350 data points: a)
Cuboid albedo-area sum distribution, 50000 entries b) Cuboid EGI error distribution, 50000 entries, c) House albedoarea distribution, 23000 entries, d) House EGI error distribution, 50000 entries; red dot indicates true albedo-area sum
from reference shape.
as the cuboid and house, good results are not guaranteed even when enforcing high thresholds on the inversion. As
shown with the house, the sample with the smallest error, does not guarantee to lead to the best results. Even relatively
small measurement errors corresponding to SNR=20, lead to a large variety of results.

Fig. 16: Final shape retrieved for 1st case, a,b): Cuboid 1A with albedo-area error of 0.197, c, d): Cuboid 1B with
albedo-area error of 0.368, e): Best house result with albedo-area error of 0.916, f): House 1A with albedo-area error
of 1.059, g, h): House 1B with albedo-area error of 1.067.

4.2.2 Three Axis Rotation, Two Light Curves
The second case with the three axis rotation, is observable with the single light curve of 350 measurements. This is
explicitly shown in Fig.10. In this case, beside showing the inversion of just the 350 measurement of the first light
curve, a second light curve of 250 measurements is used with a measurement spacing of 1 minute. But itself, the last
light curve does not lead to an observable case.
To find the best hypothesis, two approaches are used. In the first approach, the first and second light curve are di-
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Fig. 17: Monte Carlo result from sampling the noise at SNR=20, with 350 and 600 data points: a) Cuboid albedo-area
sum distribution, 50000 entries (mean: 8.040), b) Cuboid EGI error distribution, 50000 entries, c) House albedo-area
sum distribution, 50000 entries (mean: 8.580), d) House EGI error distribution, 50000 entries; red dot indicates true
albedo-area sum from reference shape.
rectly combined and a single inversion result is achived. The mean of the sample distribution is chosen as the best
shape. In the second case, an inversion is only performed with the first light curve, and then hypothesis shapes are
created, as outlined in the previous sections. The second light curve is used to compute weights. The hypothesis shape
with the highest weight is chosen as the best inversion result. Fig.17 is illustrating the EGI inversion result for just
using the first light curve by itself, in yellow, and for using the first and the second light curve together, in blue. Using
more measurements brings the error down a bit, as seen in the bottom row and the mean of the distribution shifts
slightly. But when comparing to the absolute knowledge, indicated in the top row and with the truth marked with the
red dot, the changes are neglegible. In Fig.18 the shape hypothesis for the case of 350 observations are shown, the
results are very similar to the case when 600 measurements are used in a single inversion.
To compare the two approaches, using a single invesion and the mean of the error distribution compared to the
multihypothesis approach, selecting the highest weighted hypothesis, error parameters have been formed. The area
error in percent, the maximum area error, the support error in percent and the maximum support error, denoted as
distance, and the maximum angle error. The results are summarised in Tab.2. It can be seen that the multi-hypothesis
approach outperforms the single inversion. The multi-hypothesis inversion is also very robust, as the second likely
case has a significant offset in weight compared to the best case. The best hypothesis case for the house and cuboid
are shown in Fig.19.
Area
Error (%)

Max Area
Error (%)

Distance
Error (%)

Max Distance
Error (%)

Max Angle
Error (◦ )

∑ |ai −Ai |
∑ Ai

i|
max |ai A−A
i

∑ |hi −Hi |
n ∑ Hi

−Hi |
max |hi H
i

max(hi · Hi )

Best Hypothesis Cuboid

0.107

0.028

10.598

2.679

0.000

Mean Value Cuboid

3.370

1.004

11.996

2.901

0.000

Best Hypothesis House

8.557

2.814

14.520

2.671

14.768

Mean Value Full Inv. House

12.837

3.972

16.763

3.836

14.898

Best
Candidates

Table 2: Result statistics comparing to the truth.
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Fig. 18: Final shape retrieved for 2nd case, a) Cuboid 2A with albedo-area error of 0.232, b) Cuboid 2B with albedoarea error of 0.253, c) Cuboid 2C with albedo-area error of 0.285, d) Cuboid 2D with albedo-area error of 0.182, e)
House 2A with albedo-area error of 0.343, f) House 2B with albedo-area error of 0.253, g) House 2B with albedo-area
error of 0.253, h) House 2C with albedo-area error of 0.214.

Fig. 19: Highest weighted shapes retrieved in the 4 case, a) Highest weighted cuboid result using multi-hypothesis
approach, b) Highest weighted house result using multi-hypothesis approach,
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the light curve inversion problem to retrieve an object shape has been studied. A methodology has been
derived to determine observability independent of the truth shape. It has been shown that a simple comparison of the
number of facets to be retrieved compared to the number of observations is not sufficient as a criterion. Forming the
actual inversion in the presence of a small amount of measurement noise, it could be shown that inversion of a nonobservable case was far off the truth shape, imposing thresholds in the inversion did not guarantee a good shape result,
besides significantly limiting the results. A method of creating hypothesis shapes of an observable light curve that is
measurement noise affected via Monte Carlo sampling has been shown. Those sample shapes are then weighted in a
second step with a further, short light curve. The shorter light curve by itself was not sufficient for observability. The
results outperform a single inversion combining the measurements of the first and the second light curve significantly.
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